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Badbwoy Bass Presents: Skor Motion "Pure Fisica" 

One of our finest releases to date we feature many new artist from Spain and and some of our favorite
producers. Skor Motion makes his debut on Badbwoy Bass and delivers his first originallaced with
twisted textures riding bass and techy breaks and edits. A continuous groove provides easy mix in and
mix out. A solid debut on Badbwoy Bass Recordings with many more to come be on the look out. 

Mars, one of our favorite producers blesses this track with top notch production! Hands down Mars is
one of Russia's top heavyweight producers as he delivers a fierce attack on the remix with his signature
style. We find it hard to add words to this mans production as he is second to none, Mars has a unique
style and it bangs, the beat is huge, the bassline shreds 
and the quick build ups and breakdowns leave you with your jaw on the floor! Get ready to bump and
grind and don't forget to schedule a visit with your dentist cause you may loose a tooth. 

Duel Calibre comes correct with their signature tear out break beat. Twarped basslines and leads ride
over the fast and furious drum patterns they are known for and we expect. Once again they break out
with another hit remix chock full of edits and gnarly programming. The dance floor is ready for another
jammy jam from one of the UK's top tear out acts as a follow up to there album on Broke Recordings UK.

This release is showcasing some of the best producers coming up in the scene and one of them is Toxic
Beats from Spain! The remix the provide is a straight up head bangin booty bouncer! A bassline roller
with heavy drums, quick edits and massive blow ups to keep the floor rockin! Prepare to see more from
Toxic Beats as they are a fine up and coming talent hailing from spain! 

The speakers shake, the floor trembles and your heart races this is the effect of the Dirty & Acid remix
found on this release. Gaining massive play on Ibreaks Radio and NSB.co.uk from our list or promo dj's
one of the favorites from selectors around the world the group drops a serious remix and is dancefloor
ready. Nuff said! 

"Nice tunes..mars remix is my fav its got da uber funky filth" Dave No Hands, Mixmag 

"Mars remix is ripping! Will definitely give that one some plays!" Farace, Kick it Recordings 

To preview this and other Badbwoy Bass releases, check the shop!
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